Cork & Beans
Beer
ON TAP
KENTUCKY BOURBON BARREL ALE 8.2 ABV ALE LEXINGTON, KY
• This Kentucky Ale is aged for up to six weeks in freshly decanted bourbon barrels from some of Kentucky's finest distilleries.
Subtle yet familiar flavors of vanilla and oak are imparted to this ale leaving it with a nose of a well-crafted bourbon.

16 oz 6.25

EDMUNDS OAST - SOMETHING COLD 5.0 ABV ALE - LIGHT/REFRESHING CHARLESTON, SC
• This is only one of our Charleston favorites, This Ultra Premium Blonde Ale is the perfect reprieve from these HOT South
Carolina summer days.

16 oz 5.75

EDMUNDS OAST - BOUND BY TIME 7.0 ABV IPA - AMERICAN CHARLESTON, SC
• We liked it so much, we added another. Another Charleston favorite, This IPA will satisfy the palate of those seeking a
genuine IPA experience from the low country.

16 oz 6.25

COORS LIGHT 8.2 ABV ALE LEXINGTON, KY
• If you're "Made to Chill" and enjoy the taste of a light cold lagered and simple sipping beverage, brewed from water of the deep
lakes of the Rocky Mountain springs complemented by Moravian barley malt, come enjoy this refreshment.

16 oz 3.50

BOTTLES
YUENGLING LAGER 4.4 ABV POTTSVILLE, PA
• Famous for its rich amber color and medium-bodied flavor with roasted caramel malt for a subtle sweetness and a
combination of cluster and cascade hops, this true original delivers a well-balanced taste with very distinct character. Born
from a historic recipe that was resurrected in 1987, Yuengling Traditional Lager is a true classic.

12 oz

$3.50

CORONA EXTRA 4.6 ABV Grupo Modelo, MEXICO
• With a refreshing, smooth taste balanced between heavier European imports and lighter domestic beer, Corona Extra is
an even-keeled Cerveza made for the beach, the backyard, or whatever you’re feeling.

12 oz

$4.00

LEINENKUGEL - SUMMER SHANDY 4.2 ABV CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI
• Traditional weiss beer with refreshing natural lemonade flavor that makes it the perfect summer beer.

12 oz

$4.00

WHITE CLAW - HARD SELTZER 5.0 ABV CHICAGO, IL
• Whether you pick classic Mango, ripe Strawberry, tart Blackberry, or tropical Pineapple, this variety
is the fresh White Claw® experience you and your friends have been waiting for. Enjoy this low calorie,
low carb, low sugar great tasting seltzer.

12 oz

$4.00

RIVER RAT - HARD SELTZER 5.4 ABV COLUMBIA, SC
• Bursting with tropical and citrus hops, this NEIPA has been dubbed the Big Bang of flavor. This
hazy, interstellar beer is so soft your tongue will think it's floating in space.

12 oz

$4.00

** SEE SOMETHING WE'RE MISSING? LET US KNOW, WE'RE LISTENING. **

